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COMMENT

THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION'S ATTACK ON THE ENVIRONMENT;
TARGET: NEPA'S ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

The National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") was enacted by Congress on January 1, 1970, to encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment; to prevent or eliminate damage to the environment. NEPA could not have been enacted at a better time. In the 1960s an environmental awakening was brought about in light of horrific events including: toxic smog shutting down entire cities, rivers catching fire because they were so polluted, highways laying waste to inner cities, oil drenching beaches, pesticides becoming more and more toxic, and other frightening predictions. On April 22, 1970, an estimated twenty million people gathered nationwide to support the first annual Earth Day celebration. Congress responded to the public's well-justified environmental concerns by enacting NEPA, which is regarded today as the legal cornerstone of environmental protection. NEPA is the model for environmental laws adopted in almost every jurisdiction across the globe. Yet, NEPA has caused continuous litigation and debate over its intent and effectiveness since its enactment. The Bush administration is reviewing this landmark environmental law in an attempt to modernize the law and reduce bureaucratic gridlock, but environmentalists worry about the administration's true intentions. NEPA does have room for improvement, but additional shortcuts for agencies to escape compliance with NEPA will not make the law more effective.

II. WHAT IS NEPA?

NEPA attempts to impose environmental responsibility on all public officials. The two main purposes of NEPA are to ensure that agencies take a "hard look" at the environmental consequences of a proposed action and to inform other interested groups and individuals, spurring public comment from those with expertise and generating informed decisions. NEPA has both substantive and procedural aspects. The substantive

2 Rosebud Sioux Tribe v. McDivitt, 286 F.3d 1031, 1038 (8th Cir. 2002).
7 Hodas, 3 Widener L. Symp. J. at 34.
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principles are set forth in section 101(b). The mechanisms in which to enforce the substantive principles are in section 102 and include the most recognizable aspect of NEPA, the Environmental Impact Statements ("EIS").

The substantive principles of NEPA are aimed at promoting "productive harmony" that balances social, economic, and environmental goals. It is broken down into six objectives that are imposed on the federal government and requires an EIS for all "major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." The six objectives are:

1. Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment for succeeding generations;
2. Assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive and esthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings;
3. Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradation, risk to health or safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences;
4. Preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage and maintain, wherever possible, an environment which supports diversity and variety of individual choice;
5. Achieve a balance between population and resource use which will permit high standards of living and wide sharing of life's amenities; and
6. Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum attainable recycling of depleted resources.

These objectives are codified into binding law, but the difficulty is that the goals are aspirations rather than precise laws. It is as if Congress has told agencies to "Be Environmental!" and expected this language to be specific enough for the courts to enforce. In an effort to deal with this problem, the EIS requirement was put into place to ensure that these six objectives are enforced.

An EIS is required for all "major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." The EIS is often a massive undertaking requiring years to complete. The EIS considers the effects of and alternatives to the proposed action. The EIS requires that agencies take a "hard look" at the consequences a project will have on the environment before taking a major action. Because the language is so broad and agencies were unsure how to comply with NEPA and were also unwilling to comply with NEPA, Congress formed the Council of Environmental Quality ("CEQ"). The CEQ is an agency whose duty is to implement NEPA. The CEQ has issued regulations providing guidance for agencies to comply with NEPA.
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One regulation the CEQ has established is for an Environmental Assessment ("EA") to be conducted for all federal actions in order to determine if an EIS is needed. In conducting an EA there are two possible determinations: either a Finding of No Significant Impact ("FONSI") meaning that an EIS is unnecessary, or conversely, the EA could reveal a significant impact on the environment requiring an EIS to be conducted. The EA should briefly provide the agency with sufficient evidence as to whether a FONSI should be made or an EIS should be conducted. The CEQ has binding guidelines for the agencies to follow, but ultimately the agency itself makes the decision as to whether a FONSI is made or an EIS is conducted. Approximately 50,000 EAs lead to findings of no significant impact compared to an estimated 500 EISs produced each year.

The CEQ regulations also provide for categorical exclusions of certain types of federal activities. "The CEQ regulations define categorical exclusions as 'a category of actions which do not individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on the human environment and which have been found to have no such effect in procedures adopted by a Federal agency in implementation of these regulations.'" If an action falls within a categorical exclusion, then neither an EA nor an EIS is conducted.

If an EIS is necessary, there are several requirements that must be addressed in the document including: (1) environmental impacts of the proffered action; (2) unavoidable adverse environmental effects; (3) alternatives to the proposed action; (4) the relationship between short-term uses and maintenance of long-term productivity; and (5) any irreversible commitment of resources.

III. CRITICISM'S OF NEPA

Two of the main criticisms of NEPA are that it does not attain its purpose and that it impedes economic growth. Critics should be careful of what criticisms they choose when trashing the law that environmentalist refer to as the Magna Carta of all environmental laws. The reason they should choose their words carefully is that to criticize the law for not obtaining its purpose could most likely be solved by means that may be unsatisfactory to some critics, especially the business person, who is looking to maximize profits in the shortest amount of time possible. NEPA could obtain its purpose of reducing environmental harm by having a stricter interpretation of the law, rather than how it is interpreted in the courts today, and by implementing more costly measures such as post-EIS monitoring, and sanctions for failing to comply with the estimates stated in the EIS. These improvements would just be at a higher cost to the business person. Those people with a business interest in a proposed action may have a legitimate complaint that it takes too long to accurately comply with NEPA. Yet, at what costs to our environment are we willing to speed-up NEPA compliance, which in turn may speed up economic growth at the expense of speeding up an environmental downfall?

---
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Criticism 1: NEPA is not effective in obtaining its goals

One reason NEPA has trouble attaining its purpose of mitigating harsh environmental effects and balancing ecological values with other national interests, is due to the "arbitrary and capricious" standard of review found in the Administrative Procedure Act section 706(2)(a) and first debated by the Supreme Court in *Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe.* When a court evaluates whether a decision is "arbitrary and capricious," practically speaking the court "only focuses on the procedural aspects of an agency decision and not the actual outcome or policy derived from the procedures."[42]

*Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Comm. v. U.S. Atomic Energy Commn.* was one of the early NEPA cases that established a high bar for procedural compliance, and, to some degree, substantive compliance with NEPA.[44] Judge Skelly Wright in *Calvert Cliffs* condemned agency noncompliance with NEPA and asserted that the court had the power to review this compliance or noncompliance by the agencies.[45] Judge Wright declared that a court probably cannot reverse a substantive decision on the merits unless it is arbitrary and capricious giving clear insufficient weight to environmental values.[46] However, if the decision was reached procedurally and still failed to properly balance the environmental effects then it is the responsibility of the courts to reverse.[47] Judge Wright did not have to rule directly on any substantive issues in the case due to the fact that the agency's compliance with NEPA was so procedurally inadequate.[48] Yet Judge Wright still made clear the connection between NEPA's procedural element, the EIS, and the substantive policy that NEPA attempts to mandate.[49] This case was both a wake-up call to agencies that they must comply with NEPA and it established a standard for lower courts to follow.[50] The standard set allowed reversal of agency decisions that were inadequately researched or failed to provide the necessary environmental information in the EIS.[51]

In later cases, the Supreme Court undermined substantive NEPA review by its unwillingness to challenge agencies' actual decisions. In *Kleppe v. Sierra Club,* the Court held that if the minimal EIS procedures are met then the courts only role is to insure that the agency considered the environmental consequences.[52] Similarly in *Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.*, Justice Rehnquist stated that NEPA's mandate was purely procedural and that NEPA was to "insure a fully informed and well-considered decision, not necessarily a decision the judges ... would have reached ..."[54] He went on to state that decisions should only be reversed for "substantial procedural or substantive reasons ... not simply because the court is unhappy with the result reached."[55] Consequently, courts are "reluctant to
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overrule an agency’s choice of alternatives on the grounds that it failed to choose the alternative that best met
the underlying goals of NEPA.”

The criticism that NEPA is not obtaining its purpose may be due to the fact that the “arbitrary and
capricious” standard is so high. In addition the interpretation that the Supreme Court has given the standard,
does not allow a law that says “Be Environmental” to be enforced. It is ultimately up to the agencies
themselves to decide whether to truly consider environmental factors when making decisions, the court cannot
make the decision for the agency.

Another problem is that NEPA simply does not require enough of agencies. The Supreme Court has
allowed agencies to reject an environmentally preferable alternative due to the fact that a change of plans would
cause delay in the project. NEPA does not require a “worst-case analysis” which would be used to assess the
effects of catastrophes. Rather, the CEQ regulations merely require that agencies consider “reasonably
foreseeable . . . impacts which have catastrophic consequences, even if their probability is low, provided that the
analysis of the impacts is supported by credible scientific evidence, is not based on pure conjecture, and is
within the rule of reason.” In addition, agencies often will assess bits and pieces of a proposed action rather
than the cumulative effects in order to have a finding of no significant impact and avoid the lengthy EIS or to
simply avoid harsh public comment by not releasing the total consequences at once. Thus, it is said that
NEPA represents a narrow document that embodies reflections on decisions that have already been made.

Another fact that suggests that NEPA does not require enough of agencies is that there is no requirement
that agencies measure the actual conduct after the EIS is completed and the project takes effect. This lack of
post-EIS review and monitoring takes away any possible feedback that is needed to make better estimates and
ultimately better decisions in the future. Consequently, because there is no post-project review of the
accuracy of the predictions made in the EIS or the EA, there is no liability for the inaccuracy, which effectively
means that there is no accountability. If no one is to blame for any possible errors, why would agencies put
forth the effort to ensure accuracy? Additionally, outside experts are often hired to assess the amount of impact
a project will have on the environment. Outside experts need job security, and are most likely going to
provide information that their bosses want to hear. This information would be that the environmental impact is
below the threshold level, therefore the impact is not significant and an EIS is not required. Because agencies
use their own standards for making environmental predictions, likely hire outside experts that are unwilling to
provide bad news to their bosses, the project proponents, and because there is no accountability for any error in
predictions, the environmental impact of a project is often underestimated, or inaccurately predicted.

The lack of accountability under NEPA is also recognized as a structural defect of the statute. Under
NEPA “no one is responsible for substantive errors, flaws or inadequacies in EIS evaluations.” Provided that
the procedural aspects of NEPA’s EIS are followed, there is no consequence to the agency or decision-maker
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for poor decisions. In fact, there is not even any type of obligation to follow up or ensure the accuracy of the predictions and determine the actual adverse environmental consequences. For example, when creating the EIS for the Grand Teton Dam, decision-makers thought that the possibility of the dam collapsing was too remote to inquire about in the EIS. In 1976, when the dam was filled for the first time, it collapsed, killing 11 individuals, leaving 25,000 homeless, and flooding 300 square miles of downstream land. The resulting cost to the government was about one billion dollars. "However, 'none of Teton's principal designers and builders were fired.' Neither the decision-makers nor the project proponents were held accountable for their mistakes."

Another criticism that prohibits NEPA from attaining its goal is that the EIS comes too late to actually benefit the decision-making of a proposed project. "The moment at which an agency must have a final statement ready is the time at which it makes a recommendation or report on a proposal for federal action,' even though by then the decision would have been all but finalized . . .. By this time, the final decision to conduct the project is practically set in stone, and the EIS is too late to make a meaningful impact. Rational decision-makers probably would only commit the resources to produce an EIS after having committed to a final decision, even though as a legal matter the decision would not have been formally announced yet. In these cases, EISs are prepared to justify decisions that are already made. Additionally, some agencies do not allow adequate public involvement to actually benefit from the expertise of those interested, even if the decision has not already been made.

Criticism 2: Impeding Economic Growth

Those with business interests in the proposed federal actions, complain that NEPA has "spawned unreadable, phone book-size reports and a maze of bureaucratic hurdles that lead to costly delays in completing projects." NEPA has been termed a tool of obstruction, imposing procedural delays, breeding lawsuits, and raising costs. It also has been blamed for stalling projects, sometimes to death, and causing others never to start.

Officials at federal agencies complain of the length of time projects take, blaming NEPA for the delay. For example, Transportation Secretary Norman Mineta said, "it takes an average of ten years to move an airport..."
project from planning to ribbon-cutting and thirteen years to complete a highway because of the required state and federal clearances and resulting lawsuits.  

_Are These Criticisms Founded?_

NEPA may be getting more blame than it deserves.  

One study suggests that 92 percent of transportation projects are excluded from conducting environmental assessments or environmental impact statements because they fall within a categorical exclusion.  

Additionally, a study by the Federal Highway Administration found that out of projects delayed for over five years, sixty-two percent of those projects were delayed due to lack of money, low priority from the agencies themselves, opposition in local communities, the intricacy of the project, or changing or expanding the scope of the project.  It is not the environmental laws that are causing the delays.  In fact, only two percent of highway construction projects are required to do the full EIS.  

As for the criticism that NEPA is driving up cost, causing delays, and causing the production of huge documents of information, this is not the intent of NEPA.  In fact, the CEQ regulations state that "ultimately, of course, it is not better documents but better decisions that count. NEPA’s purpose is not to generate paperwork—even excellent paperwork—but to foster excellent action."  The regulations state that NEPA’s purpose is to make decisions "... based on understanding of environmental consequences, and take actions that protect, restore, and enhance the environment."  The problem is that there has not been a proposal that can ensure that both NEPA’s purpose that environmentally conscience decisions are being made, while simultaneously reducing the paperwork, time, and cost of complying with the “Be Environmental” law.

**IV. Bush Administration’s Efforts Against The Environment**

Environmentalists are concerned about the task force that was launched by the White House Council on Environmental Quality, which was established to review and improve NEPA.  “The director of the White House task force insists the administration’s goal is to make the environmental law more efficient and effective – not to weaken it.”  Yet environmentalists are not convinced.  They fear that the law’s protections are being weakened and that the public is being shut out of the decision making process.  "The Bush Administration has
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long signaled an impatience with [NEPA], one of the nation's most comprehensive environmental laws. 99 Environmentalists are worried due to the Bush Administration's prior stances against the environment. 100 For example:

1. The Environmental Protection Agency announced changes to the Clean Air Act on November 22, 2002, which allowed out-dated factories, oil refineries and power plants to renovate without having the costly burden of installing modern air-pollution technology. 101

2. On November 27, 2002 the Forest Service declared that EISs were no longer required "for the fifteen year plans that govern logging, mining, ski resorts and grazing on the nation's 155 national forests." 102 This affects 192 million acres of federal forests and grasslands. 103 Any of this land could be designated for logging or commercial activity without giving any consideration to or allowing public comment about the impact it will have on wildlife, watersheds, recreation, or simply the environmental health of the region and the aesthetic beauty enjoyed by the American people. 104 The administration's stance is that this is designed to reduce wildfires in the Nation's forests, which was recognized as a major problem this past year when 7.1 million acres burned. 105

3. The administration argued in federal court that NEPA did not apply to military projects outside U.S. territorial waters, but within 200 miles of the shore, and therefore the Navy did not have to conduct EISs for sonar tests that may harm sea life. 106 "Environmentalists argue that the Navy— as well as oil and gas producers and any other commercial activity in 'exclusive economic zones'— should continue to conduct environmental studies to assess impacts on oceans and coastal areas." 107 Since NEPAs enactment it has applied to this area of the ocean and has managed activities such as: "fisheries management, offshore oil and gas leasing, sub-sea pipeline construction, ocean dumping of waste, and other activities that have the potential to harm the health of the oceans." 108 The judge ruled in favor of the environmentalists and against the Bush administration. 109

4. The administration issued an executive order in September 2002 for the Transportation Department to speed up the environmental impact statement process on unidentified high priority transportation projects including roads, bridges, tunnels, and airports. 110

100 Daly. supra n. 9.
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Areas under Review

The NEPA task force was asked to review six different areas of the environmental law. These areas include: “technology and information management, collaboration among agencies, analytical methods that avoid redundancy, management oriented more to environmental outcomes than to rote compliance, actions that can be excluded from full NEPA regulation, and other areas of potential modernization.” These areas may seem reasonable, but environmentalists will not be convinced that this study is actually being used to enhance the environment and improve the law until the results are produced.

V. PRAISES OF NEPA

Supporters of NEPA credit the law as working “miracles in changing government behavior, infused agencies with environmental specialists, brought in the views of other agencies and an often-skeptical public, surfaced alternative courses of action, and produced thousands of better decisions - harm-avoiding and harm-mitigating decisions - on the ground.” “Involving the public expands the knowledge, values, and experience available to develop paths ...” NEPA supporters believe that by requiring disclosure of information, NEPA compels officials to consider the effect a project will have on the environment; information that they would be ignorant of in the absence of NEPA. Admiring also praise the amount of public scrutiny that projects will undergo. The public scrutiny allows for some accountability by exposing any elected official’s involvement in the projects. The public’s input into a proposed project will make the project more credible, effective, and provide some accountability.

VI. NEPA IS NOT PERFECT, BUT IT IS BENEFICIAL

Even when NEPA was first enacted, it was not well received by federal agencies and little compliance followed. The courts had to step in and enforce compliance. Since the first lawsuits began to ensue, agencies have learned that NEPA litigation can cause detrimental delays and be very costly. Therefore, agencies will try anything to avoid going to court. NEPA has become a deterrent. Rather than working as intended, producing better decisions, NEPA’s EIS requirement creates an incentive for agencies to reduce harsh environmental effects. The incentive is that by reducing the environmental harm beneath some threshold level so that a finding of no significant impact can be made, the agency can avoid having to create a lengthy, time-consuming, and costly EIS. Even if the ultimate goal of the agency is to avoid an EIS, by trying to figure out ways to avoid the EIS process, the agency is thoroughly considering the environmental consequences.
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of a proffered course of action. This should mean that more informed decisions are being made as opposed to
decisions made on impulse. "[I]f mitigated FONSIs are working as advertised, they should result in superior
environmental outcomes as agencies anticipate and avoid adverse environmental impacts by taking
environmental consequences into account at an early stage of the decisionmaking process."125 Critics of NEPA
might be more pleased with the law if they viewed the FONSI as a quicker means of achieving NEPA's larger
objectives.126 The small number of EISs that are produced each year, are "required in that small but important
handful of cases which raise such obvious and serious environmental concerns that the agency cannot avoid
labeling them 'significant.'"127

There are still problems with relying on the FONSI as an appealing alternative to the EIS.128 The
FONSI should cause rational decision-makers to attempt to reduce harmful environmental effects in order to
avoid spending the time and resources on the EIS.129 This is great, but the problem is that there still is no post-
monitoring of the accuracy of the predictions of the environmental harm.130 Therefore, the agency is able to
give a predicted level of harm and there are no consequences to the agency for exceeding their predicted
level.131 There are not even any consequences if the actual harm would have required an EIS.132 By this time it
is considered too late.

NEPA may work simply due to the fact that it threatens agencies with the possibility of litigation.133
Due to this threat, decision-makers will therefore consider alternatives that otherwise would not be explored,
and the agencies will comply with NEPA's mandate to give notice to the public.134 This notice, which is given
when the EIS is released, provides a fighting chance for thousands of concerned individuals and community
groups.135 "Agencies know NEPA is out there, and they fear it."136 The EIS is the most important aspect of
NEPA because it mandates that agencies recognize the environmental harm that will be caused due to a specific
project, and the agencies fear the scrutiny from the environmental groups, the press, and the reviewing courts.137

NEPA is not too much to ask of the federal government. It really is not all that difficult to comply with
NEPA. All NEPA asks of an agency is that it consider the environmental impacts of a proposed project
and give notice of those impacts to the public.138 There are ways to avoid an EIS altogether. As mentioned above,
there are many exceptions already carved out of the law, which exclude certain projects from drafting an EIS.139
In addition, an agency may make a determination that there is no significant environmental impact caused by
the proposed project and also avoid an EIS.140

125 Id. at 908.
126 Id.
127 Id. at 921.
128 See id. at 936-37.
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It is much easier to point out the problems with NEPA than it is to come up with a solution that will satisfy everyone. It is also much more difficult to find the success stories and measure the benefits of NEPA. However, they are out there.
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